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optic tube in the front.  This really makes sighting quick and easy.  This has been a fun gun.
Several different times while practicing marksmanship, I was able to shoot hole-in-hole off-hand at 15 yards with a 

little concentration. The gun is very accurate and will out shoot most shooters.
When I first got it, we ran a few magazines of Black Hills 9mm ammo through it, and it worked fine. But when we shot 

other factory ammo through it, it kept jamming and stove piping. For a while, we thought that it was because it wasn’t 
broken in yet. After the first USPSA that I shot with it, it jammed so bad the last two stages, I thought I was shooting 
a single-shot pistol. After the match, two guys that we shoot with took it apart and said that the recoil spring was for 
shooting major. They gave us a 13-pound variable power WOLFF recoil spring. That made the difference, and it has 
worked great ever since.

I shot one more match before the MGM Ironman 3-Gun, and I got 2nd place in my division thanks to this pistol. The 
stage that I liked the most was the most simple. You started in a box and shot four paper targets, made a mandatory 
reload, then shot two more paper targets and two pepper poppers. This stage would have been a lot better without the 
malfunctions, but it still went well.

My pistol shooting has improved due to practice and the quality of the gun. At the Ironman, the only two times that it 
jammed were shooter error. During the MGM Ironman, (which is the toughest 3-gun in the world) I shot three Propeller 
Plate Racks (A.K.A. Polish Plate Racks), and two of them I shot without either of the weights falling off. It was awesome 
to do that because it can be difficult. This pistol performed great. The Ironman is a three-day, 11-stage 3-Gun match. It 
will test your stamina, and your equipment will be put to the test. You will shoot 30-50 rounds per stage per gun. Just 
finishing is a true accomplishment. This year, the match was spinner heavy. Thanks to this pistol and a lot of practice, I 
turned every spinner in the match.

After the Ironman, I changed to my Glock 17L for the Idaho State Glock Match but didn’t do very well. I got so used 
to how nice that the trigger on the Bar-Sto was that I could barely hit the target with the Glock. I think we are going to 
work on getting a Glockworx Trigger to fix it up. In the meantime, I am really glad that I got to go back to the Bar-Sto 
for the MGM Junior Camp and for the Rocky Mountain 3-Gun. 

The MGM Junior Shooter Camp is in Parma like the Ironman and is for juniors to get better at competitive shooting. 
We spent two days being taught by several professional shooters (Matt Burkett, BJ Norris, Phil Strader, Randi Rogers, 
Max Michel, Manny Bragg, and Eddie Garcia). These are some of the companies that helped sponsor this and donated 
products: Hornady (.223 ammo); Colt; and Primary Weapon Systems who provided the .223 rifles for us to work with. 
We were taught mainly pistol techniques. My pistol worked fine until I put one of the magazines together incorrectly. 
There is a plastic spacer in the magazine for 9mm. I must have turned it around because the shells were not loading and 
were dragging.

Double-Stack
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A few weeks later, I went to the Rocky Mountain 
3-Gun in Raton, New Mexico. My pistol was the 
only gun that I used that didn’t jam. I was also hitting 
35- to 40-yard targets on my first or second shot. 
The stages here weren’t as ammo intensive as at the 
Ironman, but you had to traverse natural terrain (I 
mean “had to climb mountains”) and then try to find 
your targets. It was a lot of fun, and I was glad that I 
didn’t have to worry about my pistol while running.

I would really like to thank Bar-Sto Precision 
for sponsoring junior shooters and giving me the 
opportunity to shoot such a great pistol.  I would like 
to own one of these, and my dad and I are going to 
look into getting me my own.  It will be hard going 
back to another type of pistol.

Bar-Sto STI 9MM Specifications:
Standard Bar-Sto 40/9mm.  They start with a STI
Wide Body Frame & STI Grip panel.  It was built 
with the following parts: 
C&S Hammer, Sear, & Disconnector
Beavertail Grip Safety
Ambi Safety
Match fit Bar-Sto barrel
Bar-Sto true 1 piece guide rod
Bar-Sto reverse plug
Dawson adjustable sights low mounted by Bar-Sto
Precision pins
Front- and rear-cocking serrations cut by Bar-Sto

Duncan at the 2012 MGM Ironman 
driving through the handgun target 
portion of the stage.



 
Tactical Weapons  -  Body Armor  -  Competition 
Agency Sales  -  Duty Gear -  Medical Supplies    

NFA  -  Night Vision  -  Custom Kydex 
 

5272 W. Chinden Blvd  -  Garden City, ID 83714 
    Phone # 208-906-0585    

www.ambushtactical.com     

Providing the highest quality firearms & equipment for  
civilian, military and law enforcement personal.  
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STAG ARMS 3G

I love my STAG Arms 3G. I received this gun in March 
from my coach, Andy Fink, while we were practicing.  Stag 
Arms was nice enough to provide it to Junior Shooters for 
me to shoot. I really do appreciate it. Not only does the stock 
adjust, it has little compartments where you can stick tools 
and whatnot. This gun looks pretty sweet!

I have a Viking Tactics sling from Brownells on my Model 
3G. Andy and I put it on in March, and I just haven’t taken 
it off. We put it on so I could use it in the MGM Ironman. 
I also put on a Warne scope mount with an Alpen Apex XP 
scope. The trigger on the STAG Arms is the best. The trigger 
is a Geissele Super 3 Gun (S3G). I could not ask for another 
trigger; it’s perfect. This hybrid pull is a unique combination 
of a single and two-stage that allows for both quick close-
range shots and more deliberate long-range shots. The 
buttstock is a Magpul ACS and a MOE pistol grip. The gun 
functions well. I have only had a couple jams, but that’s only 
because I was using bad ammunition. The gun’s accuracy 
is dead-on. It has an 18-inch, stainless-steel, fluted, heavy 
barrel with a rifle-length gas system, 5.56 NATO chamber, 
and 1/8-twist rate. In addition, there is a Samson 15-inch 
Evolution free-float modular handguard with three rail 
attachments included.  

Attaching the Alpen scope and Warne scope mount was 
super easy. All it included was placing the scope and scope 
mount where I wanted them to be. Then just tightening nuts 
and bolts fairly tight, but not overtightening.   Later that day, 
we took my gun out to sight it in. All I did was aim, shoot, 
and turn dials until I shot exactly where I was aiming.

The STAG Arms Model 3G shoots just as good as it looks. 
I cannot complain about anything on this gun. The trigger is 
smooth, the accuracy is dead-on, and the gun just looks like 
a beast. I would recommend this gun to anyone. 

The 3-Gunner’s Dream

Top: Magpul collapsible stock.
Middle: Alisah’s custom pink grip replaced the original 
Magpul grip.
Bottom: Alpen Apex XP  1.5-6X 30mm scope, notice the 
pink rail cover Alisah put on.
 

By: Alisah Lierman (17)



Alisah at the MGM Ironman 
2012 shooting at a rifle 
spinner. Scope is Alpen 1.5-
6X. Sling is a Viking Tactics 
from Brownells. Shotgun vest 
is from 3 Gun Gear. Shotgun 
shell holders are California 
Competition from Brownells.
 

Alisah’s shotgun belt is from 3 Gun Gear. 
AR magazines are PMAG from Magpul. 
Magazine holders are from Blade-Tech. The 
competition belt is a CR Speed Belt from 
Brownells. Ear muffs are from PRO Ears.
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STAG ARMS 3G
The 3-Gunner’s Dream
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SAFETY

If you are a shooter or want to be one, I highly recommend 
you consider taking a hunter education or safety course in your 
area.  Every state has instructors for these courses, and they 
make every attempt to conduct them as conveniently as possible 
for everyone.  

You may say, “But I don’t intend to hunt.”  That’s okay, you 
can still attend.  I say this with a smile.  

Most courses cover several topics, including: safety (of course), 
hunting skills, firearm care, hunting laws and regulations, 
wildlife identification, wildlife habitat, wildlife conservation, 
first aid, survival, and very importantly, firearm/hunting ethics.

Most courses are designed for the new/younger shooter.  
When I was teaching, I encouraged parents and older siblings to 
also attend.  Many told me after the course that they were very 
glad they attended and that they learned a lot.  They also enjoyed 
learning with their child.  Another value of parents and other 
experienced attendees is that they often had stories to share 
of their learning experiences which were usually interesting 
and sometimes very funny.  Real experiences shared in a class 
environment add additional realism can help prepare you for 
when you are in the outdoors.  As an instructor, I usually learned 
something new in every course from one of the experienced 
attendees.

You can never learn too much.  I look at learning in this 
environment as falling into one of five categories.

1. Learning that will help me better enjoy my outdoor 
experiences

2. Learning that will help prepare me to respond to unexpected 
events that may occur during my outdoor experiences

3. Learning that may help me prevent unwanted events from 
occurring during my outdoor experiences

4. Learning that may enable me to help others affected by 
unwanted events occurring during an outdoor experience

5. Learning that will help me better defend firearms and hunting 
from those who want to take these from me

Can you think of additional categories?  I bet there are some.
Also, even if your local courses are designed for young folks 

and you don’t have anyone young to go with, I’ll bet that if you 
ask the instructor about attending, they will welcome you.  You 
can even ask if you can help.  You may find that after attending 
a course you really like it and want to be involved with teaching 
this all-important subject.  That is how I got started.  I also made 
some acquaintances who became hunting partners with whom I 
hunted for many years.

Hunter Education
and Safety Courses

Are Worth the Effort
By: Larry Haley
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and Safety Courses

Are Worth the Effort



LEFTIES  REJOICE  AT  www.rockriverarms.com

LAR-15LH LEF-T ELITE OPERATOR-L / 
WITH HALF QUAD, FREE FLOAT 
MID-LENGTH HANDGUARD
LH1276

5.56MM NATO CHAMBER / 16 INCH, CHROME-MOLY, 1:9 LH TWIST BARREL 
/ FORGED A4 LEF-T UPPER RECEIVER / FORGED RRA LAR-15LH 

LOWER RECEIVER / RRA TACTICAL MUZZLE BRAKE / RRA TWO-STAGE 
TRIGGER GROUP / RRA WINTER TRIGGER GUARD / AMBIDEXTROUS 

CHARGING HANDLE AND MAGAZINE RELEASE / STANDARD LH 
SAFETY SELECTOR / RRA OPERATOR CAR STOCK / ERGO SUREGRIP 

PISTOL GRIP / RRA HALF QUAD, FREE FLOAT MID-LENGTH HANDGUARD 
/ 8 POUNDS/37 INCHES / 1 MOA AT 100 YARDS / INCLUDES MAGAZINE, 

CASE, MANUAL AND RRA LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY SP
EC

S

NEW for 2012

MSRP: $1050MSRP: $1050

LEFTIES  REJOICE  AT www.rockriverarms.com

LH1278

LH1277

TACTICAL (LH1278) AND 
ENTRY (LH1277) OPERATOR-L 

MODELS ALSO AVAILABLE
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Juniors
We want your article!
Write about your events.

Call (208)629-8967, 
email 

editor@juniorshooters.net

WanTeD
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in USA

Leave Nothing To Chance

Priorities

mgmtargets.com                            888-767-7371

•Generous Support of Youth Shooting Sports -
Host and coordinate annual MGM Jr. shooter Camp,
Ongoing support of youth shooting groups

•Industry Leading Innovation -
Have you seen what our competition is copying?
Imitation is the sincerest form of �attery...

•Relentless Product Development - 
Nearly 15,000 rounds during the last six months alone!

•Precise Fabrication Practices - 
State of the art AutoCad, Solidworks, Laser cut steel

•Premium 500 Brinell Steel Target Systems -
Strict material standards and evaluation

•Tactical Training Systems & Structures -
Towers, Shoot Houses, Ranges, Bullet Traps
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By: Ray Walters and Cody White (15)

Anyone and everyone who has enjoyed and revered the 
John Browning designed 1911 .45 ACP pistol and its more 
than 100-year history  has to have known that sooner or later 
the great American gunmaker, Sturm, Ruger and Company, 
would bring forth their own version of this great American 
classic. And sure enough, yielding to the pressure from 
writers, shooters, and the public in general, Ruger answered 
with the introduction of what was officially designated the 
SR1911.  

As often happens with the Prescott, Arizona, based 
company, the first run of 1911s met with huge success and 
were immediately gobbled up by Ruger aficionados and 
1911 fans, and there soon developed a complete and rather 
long-lasting lack of availability. The local Cabela’s Outdoor 
World gun counter was overrun by enthusiastic buyers, most 
of whom went away empty-handed. The lucky few who 
did get their hands on one of the new Rugers soon began 
to sing the praises of this new stainless-steel version of 
Mr. Browning’s classic. Other, not so lucky buyers, placed 
orders and begged to get to the front of the line should any 
unexpected deliveries show up. Unfortunately, the hoped-
for, short wait turned into nearly a year delay in further 
shipments to local retailers. While there were a few guns 
available online, they were usually marked up well over the 
MSRP from Ruger. 

Fortunately, Junior Shooters magazine received a SR1911 
early in 2012, and I was asked to write a review article and 
put it through its paces. As a big fan of the 1911, this was a 

Fun, Practical, Accurate

Ruger’s
1911

task I gladly accepted. Unfortunately, due to some logistical 
problems and the wonderfully bad Idaho winter weather, it 
was some time before I was able to give the assignment the 
attention it deserved. 

In May of that year, I was able to exercise the new Ruger 
a little at my personal shooting area at my home, mostly 
checking out the reliability and function with several 
different hand-loaded rounds and three different factory 
loads. No serious accuracy work was done at that time, but 
the results were no less than I expected from the Ruger. Full 
metal jacket, round-nose lead, and semi-wadcutter reloads 
cycled perfectly as did the Black Hills, Federal personal 
protection, Remington FMJ, Ultramax, Winchester, and 
Zero ammunition loads. 

In June, it was time to head to the local outdoor range 
with my grandson Cody and get a little more serious about 
the accuracy department. Using the same loads that were 
used earlier, as well as a couple of additional factory rounds, 
I came away very pleased with how the pistol performed. 
Accuracy data was collected at 10 yards, and velocity was 
established with a ProChrono Digital Chronograph 10 feet 
from the shooting bench. 

The Ruger SR1911 performed as one would expect with 
most loads staying within 3 inches at the designated distance 
and some staying within the 2-inch group size that I have 
come to expect from production quality 1911s. 

After the preliminary data-taking, part of the day was 
done, and it was Cody’s turn to see what he thought. From 
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the offhand position, he shot extremely well, and from 
sandbags, he shot only a little better giving testament to his 
natural ability to shoot a handgun from a two-handed weaver 
stance. While groups were a little bigger than mine, he still 
did very well and declared the SR1911 very enjoyable to 
shoot and better than he had expected. 

 Cody White
“This is an all-around good gun. It was fun to shoot, 

especially since I had always wanted to shoot a 1911. It 
handled very well, the recoil wasn’t bad, it was very accurate, 
and the grip was shaped to fit your hand nicely. It is also a 
very nice looking pistol. The slide was smooth. There were 
no issues reloading or pulling the slide back. The magazine 
was easy to release and insert. I definitely recommend this 
pistol for juniors wanting to shoot a 1911.” 

  Positives and Negatives
On the positive side of the ledger, the SR1911 is a great 

looking handgun, as are most 1911-style pistols. For those 
more traditional shooters who believe that a 1911 should 
be finished in blue or Parkerized, the stainless-steel finish 
will be something of a disappointment, but to me this is one 
outstandingly attractive handgun. The checkered rosewood 
grip panels with the red Ruger logo add a lot to the looks 
of this gun. The function and reliability are all Ruger. The 
three-dot sights are satisfactory for the intended use, and, as 
with all 1911s ,the controls are right where they should be. 

On the negative side, there is very little to say. The biggest 
complaint that I have is the standard “lawyer trigger” which 
broke cleanly at 6 pounds. This is a pretty standard problem 
with nearly all production guns today and something that 
will be corrected by my local gunsmith. 
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Training, in any sport, is the difference between being an 
effective competitor and being overlooked as average. No 
matter how talented, no athlete can be successful without 
training. Training is very important with junior shooters 
because forming good training and shooting habits early will 
give the junior a head start over other competitors and help 
to set them apart from their competition. As far as training 
goes, juniors tend to have a leg up on their competition 
because we have more time available to us. We do have 
commitments like school, sports, and others, but generally, 
we have A LOT more free time than adults. So if we use the 
extra time we have training, then we will be able to excel 
that much faster.

The training I took part in was hosted by Peacemaker 
National Training Center in Glengary, West Virginia, the 
East Coast’s largest shooting sports complex. The facility 
is spread out over 2,000 acres of West Virginia hills and 
valleys and has a diverse selection of ranges from 40- to 
50-yard long bays to a 300-yard long sight in range, a 1,000-
yard bench rest range with self-healing electronic targets, 
and more. The two-day training curriculum was taught by 
Tommy Thacker, Captain, and Greg Jordan, a member of the 
FNH USA Shooting Team. Tommy Thacker, the reigning 3 
Gun Nation Champion and Greg Jordan, the winner of the 3 
Gun Nation Shoot-off at the AR-15.com Rockcastle Pro-Am 
did a phenomenal job helping me and the other shooters in 
the class excel.

First, to get a baseline of all our skill levels, we shot a 
three-stage mini-match. Along the way, Greg Jordan took 
notes about each shooter’s performance. This was very 
helpful because each shooter had two sets of eyes watching 
him, so everything was really taken into account about the 
shooter’s performance. All but one of the stages we shot 
were shot in 40- to 50-yard long bays. The last stage we 
shot started in a 40-yard bay but then ended with a little 
run up to a rooftop barricade where we engaged targets 
from 100-300 yards off of a roof. This proved especially 
challenging for most shooters. However, we later learned 
that the best way, if possible, would be to place both knees 
on the roof and place the elbows on either the roof itself or 
on our knees, remembering to avoid bone-on-bone contact. 
The best place for the forend would be the edge of the roof 
with the handguard, not the barrel, touching. Furthermore, 
it is better to shoot one target and slide the handguard of 

3-G
un

With Tommy Thacker (FNH) and  Greg Jordan (FNH)

the rifle to acquire the next target instead of using the place 
where the handguard contacts the support as a pivot point, 
moving your body around that. It is easier and faster to move 
the handguard of your rifle than to move your body around 
the rifle.

After the mini-match was over, we took a break for lunch 
and then got right into some stage breakdown, shotgun 
reloading drills, pistol accuracy and speed drills, and the 
pistol part of one of the stages we had shot earlier. In the last 
stage we had shot, unbeknownst to all of us, there were four 
opportunities for doubles on the clay shotgun targets. Greg 
and Tommy walked us through shooting those, and then 
we proceeded to the other drills. For the shotgun reloading 
drills, we started with two rounds loaded in the gun, one 
in the chamber and one in the magazine tube. On the start 
signal, we engaged one plate, reloaded eight shells, and then 
engaged the other plate. For the pistol drills, we would use 
the same plate rack, and shoot the plates from three distances: 
7, 10, and 12 yards. We used 10 and 12 yards because, as 
Tommy Thacker explained, shooters have a really hard time 
going from 10 to 12 yards when shooting a plate rack. It was 
interesting to see the difference that two steps made in my 
accuracy. 

As our instructors taught us, the problem with the 12-
yard plate rack was a mental one. You want to do a “7-yard 
draw” and trigger pull, but at 12 yards the bullet doesn’t hit 
its mark. To remedy this problem, our instructors devised 
a drill where we would draw on the start signal, align our 
sights on target, and then wait for a second buzzer to break 
the shot. The extra second spent getting a good sight picture 
and prepping the trigger made all the difference in the world.

Next we switched our focus to stage breakdown. The 
biggest lesson I took away from this part of the class was 
economy of motion. I went into the class with the strategy of 
reducing the amount of “hard set-ups” in a stage. But during 
the class I learned that I really didn’t need most of those 
set-ups at all. I learned that on close-range targets, instead 
of running to a position and shooting all of them from that 
one position, it’s really much faster to just shoot them while 
moving. This allows you to move slower and therefore keep 
your heart rate down and your breathing calm, which helps 
if the stage calls for long-range rifle shots after some close-
range targets.

The next day we focused solely on the rifle with the 

Training!
By: Danny Riordan (16)
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Left: Danny getting a good zero at 
Peacemaker’s sight-in range.

Center: Danny practicing standing shooting 
from a barricade at long-range targets.

Top: Danny shooting his LWRC M6A2 from 
the kneeling position at long-range targets.

class splitting up in the morning. One half focused on 
barricade shooting at long-range targets, while the other half 
focused on shooting and moving with our rifles. I started 
with barricade shooting taught by Greg Jordan. We shot 
at an MGM Auto-Popper at about 100 yards from each of 
five positions: standing supported on a barricade, kneeling 
supported on a barricade, prone, supported on a roof section, 
and kneeling. While each of the five positions required 
slightly different body mechanics and presented their own 
set of challenges, each of them hinged on one thing -- using 
good fundamentals with the rifle. With all the positions, it 
was just a matter of getting into a strong shooting position 
and applying the fundamentals of rifle shooting. 

Next, we moved to a 50-yard bay to work on shooting and 
moving with Tommy Thacker. First we all did a trial run of 
our original method of shooting an array of paper targets 
arranged parallel with the shooting area, run to a single 
position and engage them all while standing still. After that, 
we shot the same array of targets on the move and found that 
it was much faster to do so.  After we 
all ran through the targets a second time, 
we had a few extra minutes to learn a 
little something about how each of our 
rifles handle. Under Tommy’s direction, 
we experimented with different grip 
strengths and styles and especially 
watched what the reticle of our scope 
did each time we shot. After a few shots, 
we all found our best grip for recoil 
control and more rapid follow-up shots 

on close-range targets. 
After our morning rifle-work, the 

weather took a turn so we headed inside 
for some lunch and a quick Q&A session 
while it was raining. However, the rain 
quickly subsided, and we headed back 
out to the range to shoot a full stage 
using the tools we had acquired over the 
two-day course. 

All of us saw a major improvement in 
our overall shooting style and our plan 
for the stage. Coming out of this class, 
I know I have heightened 3-Gun skills, 
but more importantly, my mindset has 
completely changed for the better. 

Coming out of this class, I have a much better understanding 
of how profoundly important a 3-Gunner’s mindset is to 
his overall success and how in some cases his mindset may 
determine it. 
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Call Toll-Free 800-628-9818
Order at www.gunsmagazine.com

Team GUNS T-Shirt
Nobody ever had too many T-shirts,except us and we
need to clear them out. Get this top quality, pre-shrunk
100% cotton T-shirt imprinted with Team GUNS logo on
the front and back.
(Colors: Ash or Black)(Sizes: M,L,XL,XXL)

$21.95 each ($31.95 Outside U.S.)
(Price includes shipping)

GET YOUR GUNS GEAR!

ORDER
TODAY!

Tshirt_1.3  11/15/07  1:57 PM  Page 1

The Coin by John H. Manhold is an Indie National Excellence award-
winning mystery and suspense novel. Reviewers are enthusiastic and 
write “…unfolds like a well-constructed Chinese Puzzle revealing depths of 
research and insight into ancient history and our 9/11 world…” and call The 
Coin “…a fast-paced adventure”!

The story is centered on an exciting thrill ride of a search for a 3,000-year-
old coin through France, Andora, Spain, Morocco, and Mexico. The riveting, 
action-packed quest includes a series of murders, international thefts, and 

even a suspicious military Al-Qaida-style operation. www.amazon.com
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in the MGM 
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The Newest 
in the MGM 
.22 Rim�re 
Series
The .22 Football Target - 
Fun, Competitive, AR 400 Steel 
Target, Solid MGM Construction 
See the full line of .22 Targets at
www.mgmtargets.com
Call 888-767-7371

 

*Great Indoor/
outdoor actIvIty

*new clubs FormInG

CowBoy Fast Draw

Visit our website at:

{ {

}
EvEr WondEr HoW Fast You Would HavE sHot 

In an old WEst GunFIGHt? 

JoIn today!!!

}

*Great sport For the 
whole FamIly!

noW You 
Can 

FInd out!

cowboy Fast draw assocIatIon

P.O. Box 5 • Fernley, NV 89408 • 775-575-1802

www.cowboyfastdraw.com

Dedicated to the Cowboy Way

Real HolsteRs, Real Guns, witH wax Bullets
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Ruger Rimfire matches are occurring on a regular basis 
across the country. The brainchild of Ken Jorgensen at 
Ruger, there are now over 25 state matches during the year, 
and some places even have regular monthly matches. All 
you need is a .22 rifle and a .22 pistol.

Ken says, “I have been asked ‘Why Ruger Rimfire?’ and 
my first response is ‘Because it is fun!’ Because spending 
a day at the range with friends, new and old, shooting lots 
of .22 LR ammo through your handgun and rifle, quickly 
and accurately at steel targets, is just plain fun. Whether it 
is your first Ruger Rimfire match or your fiftieth, the safe 
and friendly competition with helpful fellow competitors 
and challenging courses of fire will create an experience to 
remember and hopefully one you want to repeat at every 
opportunity.”

This year, Ruger Rimfire finally came to Idaho. With a 
variety of sponsors, it was organized and put on by Tactical 
Solutions and MGM Targets in Parma, Idaho. We have 
acquired a number of new shooters that are shooting for 
Junior Shooters magazine and have been training them in 
the sport of 3-Gun with the objective of them being able to 
shoot in the MGM Ironman 3-Gun competition next June. 
Some of these new shooters have never actually competed 
in a match so I suggested they attend the Ruger Rimfire 
Challenge. Here are some of their thoughts.

Wyatt Irish (13)
On September 29, 2012, I took part in the Ruger Rimfire 

Challenge. All in all, it was an awesome experience. 

By: Andy Fink, Wyatt Irish (13), Justin Underwood (13), and Kolby Pavlock (13)
Parma, Idaho 2012

Ruger Rimfire

Challenge

Top: Kolby Pavlock (13) and Andrew Langerak (17)

Wyatt on one of the 
pistol stages shooting 
his Tactical Solutions 
Paclite.



Wyatt with his custom 
Ruger 10/22.
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Although I had no frame of reference, I truly thought it 
was a great activity for beginning and long-time shooters. 
Honestly, they blew my expectations away. Now, allow me 
to tell you my end of the story.

I woke up at 5:00 a.m., loaded up the guns, and hit the 
road. I was so excited. It was my first shoot.  So I was also 
nervous. I thought to myself, “What will it be like? What if 
the targets were impossible to hit?  What if I make a fool out 
of myself?”  “What if,” I told myself. So many things were 
running through my mind over and over.

Finally, the long car ride was over. I hopped out and signed 
in, and they gave me a bag with advertisements, samples, a 
.22 pistol speed loader, and a Ruger T-shirt. As I waited to 
start the competition, I tried to count all the people that came, 
and there were a lot of people. Finally, the range master 
yelled out the instructions and said where to find your R.O. 
(range officer). After I got my stuff ready, I headed over to 
my squad at station 2 (which was a pistol station), and I said 
to myself, “Let the games begin!”

I was up first. “Well, here I go,” I thought to myself. 

BEEP!!! Ping, pong, ping -- again and again. For four 
strings, I was on fire. After I was through shooting, I sat 
down and tried out the new speed loader. It was a cool little 
thing. I couldn’t believe that they were giving them out for 
free. As I sat down, I looked around to see if I knew any of 
the people, and, total, I knew four: my dad and fellow junior 
shooters Justin, Ryker, and Regan. Then it was on to the next 
station, which was a rifle station with knockdown targets. 
After going through all strings and having a blast doing it, 
we went on through the stations. Some were pistol, some 
were rifle, and some were both, and none were all too hard 
-- and then the gophers showed up.

On station 10 (the hardest station), instead of circular static 
targets (nonmoving targets) or knockdown targets, there 
were six gopher-shaped targets and a stop plate. It was so 
frustrating because I had to take two 30s in a row. However, 
it was okay because it was a hard station.

Now that I’ve told you the easiest and the hardest, let me 
tell you about the most fun. Ironically, the last station was 
the first one. This one had targets called Texas stars. Justin 
told me to shoot from top to bottom because bottom to top it 
will spin like no tomorrow. Finally, it was my turn, and I was 
super nervous. Cling, clang, cling, twice for rifle and twice 
for pistol. I had conquered the Texas stars. 

Afterward we had a raffle, I won a Sportsman’s Warehouse  
hat, a Sportsman’s Warehouse $20 gift card, and targets. 
Even though I didn’t win my class, I still had a blast. 

  
Justin Underwood (13)

The Ruger Rimfire Challenge is one exciting day where Wyatt with his Tactical 
Solutions Paclite .22LR.

Wyatt with his custom 
Ruger 10/22.

Justin shooting his 
S&W M&P1522.
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Hogue gun grip or something like that. So basically when 
they called your number, you went over and picked a prize 
set that had multiple items included. After about fifteen 
numbers were called, they called my number. I was so excited 
because there was still stuff on the good table. I picked out 
a prize set that had an Allchin gun parts, “Shoot Fast or Go 
Home” hat, a Sportsman’s Warehouse warm sweatshirt, a 
scope cleaner, latest Junior Shooters magazine, and a Hogue 
gun grip knife. We went home and later found out the pocket 
knife I had won was worth over $220! It was a great way 
to end an awesome day! If you have never gone to a Ruger 
Rimfire event, I strongly encourage you to go to this. 

Kolby Pavlock (13)
Today, Saturday the 29th, I had the most fun ever. Even 

though it took ten hours to shoot, I had a blast. I liked the 
squad I was with: Dan, Aaron, Gary, Andrew, Glenn, Dallas, 
Rhoel, Chris, and one other guy. On two runs, I beat Dan, 
which I was so proud of.

While I was there, the owner of Tactical Solutions talked 
to me and told me he was going to talk to Dan and get me a 
new barrel and stock for my 10/22. When they were calling 
awards, I got 1st in the Junior Division. I was stoked. After 
that, they had a raffle, and I won a $50 gift certificate to 
Hawktech Arms.

you go from stage to stage competing for the best time. The 
rules are you have to shoot every target and then shoot the 
blue stop plate to stop the clock. You have a maximum time 
of thirty seconds. For every target you do not knock over, 
whether it’s whirligigs, circles, letters, or (my favorite) Texas 
shooting stars, you had two seconds to your final time. There 
were not a lot of rules, and you picked it up quick. I can only 
describe the day with a phrase that I used throughout: “It 
was a blast!” Literally.

My First Competition Match Ever
For some (including me), the Ruger Rimfire Challenge was 

their first taste of a competition match ever. In my opinion, 
it was a great start. First of all, you could take your time and 
not worry about a miss too much because usually there were 
only seven to eight targets to shoot, and you were allowed to 
have ten rounds in your magazine. Another cool thing was 
younger kids could participate (11 and younger) because 
it was only rimfire, so flinching was kept to a minimum. 
In my group, there were even an 11-year-old and 9-year-
old who were shooting better than me, Wyatt, and a couple 
adults at some stages. Also, you could be wearing light ear 
protection and not be bothered at all. Overall, it was a very 
fun experience.

What You Could Win
In the end, they had a very cool policy. It was awesome 

because everyone got a prize. If you had paid your entrance 
fee and shot in the matches that day, they would give you 
a raffle ticket and start calling out raffle numbers. It was 
probably a crackup to watch me because three times they 
called a number that was either one or two numbers away 
from mine. And I would sigh and start twitching like a 
madman EVERY TIME. The prizes were assorted where 
they had two really cool tables with prizes set out to choose 
from. On the good table, there was awesome stuff like guns, 
gun cleaning sets, gift cards, knives, hats, gunstocks, etc. 
The prizes would be in stacks with a shirt, gift card, and 

Justin loading his S&W 
M&P 1522.

“PLEASE! 
Get these things off of my ears!”

Check It Out! 
Ruger Rimfire competitions 
across the country. Go to: 
www.ruger.com/micros/
rugerrimfire/
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RUGGED STRENGTH & DURABILITY - NEVER LOSES ZERO

CANTILEVER DESIGN FOR PROPER EYE RELIEF

DUAL 45° SIDE RAILS PROVIDE INSTANT TRANSITION 
BETWEEN SCOPE AND RED DOT WITHOUT LOSING YOUR 
SHOOTING POSITION

Rapid Acquisition Multi-Sight Platform

eloading has never been more popular due to:
• High ammo prices
• A desire to create custom loads
• Increased handgun sales creating high 

ammo demand
• Enjoyment that comes from a great hobby
When you’re ready to reload, you’re ready for 
America’s Finest Brass – Starline. Rest assured 
we are producing at the highest level possible, 
but we will never sacrifice quality for quantity. 
Having your order placed will keep your place in 
the delivery process. We guarantee your order will 
be filled the next time your caliber is produced.
For over 30 years, Starline has provided reloaders 
with the highest quality brass at the best price. 
That’s why A Great Shot Starts with Starline.

1300 W. Henry St. • Sedalia, MO 65301

or call 1-800-280-6660

ORDER FACTORY DIRECT
starlinebrass.com
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Kid’s Gear. . . Kid’s Gear. . . Kid’s Gear. . . Kid’s Gear. . . 

Lapping Kit

FAT Wrench

Magpul’s MOE Grip

Translucent Magazine

Magpul’s MOE grip for AR rifles is excellent. I really like 
the lid on the bottom that pops off allowing you to keep 
cleaning equipment or extra batteries in the grip. 

www.magpul.com

.
The FAT Wrench is a great gunsmithing tool. It will save you 
from stripping threads and screws and ensure that everything 
on your firearm is tightened correctly. This tool also has the 
recommended torque settings for screws and fasteners on 
the back of the package. 

www.caldwellshootingcom

Scope rings are not 100% smooth in their contact with your 
scope. Whether it is for hunting or competition, you need 
a scope that not only stays in place but also is not bent or 
distorted from uneven pressure placed on it by the scope 
rings. Brownells has an excellent Lapping Kit that comes in 
two sizes: 1-inch and 30-mm. 

www.brownells.com

Lancer Systems has an outstanding translucent magazine 
made of polymer and impact resistant. It operates at extreme 
temperatures of -50F to +180F. It has hardened steel feed 
lips and won’t rust or deform. They also make connectors so 
you can double two magazines together. 

www.lancer-systems.com

Brownells
Lancer Systems

Battenfeld Technologies

Big 45 Metal Cleaner is about the best 
stuff there is to get off rust, lead, powder, 
and residue from your firearm. Internal or 
external parts - it works equally well.

 www.big45metalcleaner.com
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COLT® is a licensed trademark of New Colt Holding Corp.  

M4 Ops

Dedicated .22 L.R.
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THE NEW MODEL 3

Choose your configuration

Add the accessories

The world’s best optic and accessory ready carbine
featuring the ever expandable V-RS Modular Rail platform

FEATURES

Scan the QR code 
with your mobile device

Highly Customizable
Fast Configuration Changes
Adaptable To Any Application

 www.stagarms.com

stag arms


